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Free Choice Relatives in Telugu
The Puzzle: In English (and Hindi, with jo-bhii) an -ever free relative (FR) can have one of
three interpretations (Dayal 1997, von Fintel 2000, Condoravdi 2005) –ignorance, indifference,
and quantificational. In Telugu, each of them is expressed through a separate construction, (1)
–the ignorance reading via a disjunctive particle and ‘but’ correlative, the indifference reading via
a conditional correlative, and the quantificational reading via a concessive conditional free relative.
(1) a. ravi uma eemi vanDind-oo kaani, adi tinnaaDu
ignorance
Ravi Uma what cooked-disj but, that ate
‘Ravi ate whatever Uma cooked.’
b. ravi uma eemi vanDu-tee adi tinnaaDu
indifference
Ravi Uma what cooked-if that ate
‘Ravi ate whatever Uma cooked.’
c. ravi uma eemi vanDi-naa tinnaaDu
quantificational
Ravi Uma what cooked-conc ate
‘Ravi ate whatever Uma cooked.’
Whereas theoretical analyses have tried to unify the various readings in English (Condoravdi
2015), or subsume one under the other (Dayal 1997, Tredinnick 2005), the theoretical challenge in
Telugu is to explain how and why each reading is associated with a different structure and derive
the semantic mechanism based on the morphosyntax of the structure that it is associated with.
The descriptive generalizations: The speaker’s epistemic uncertainty about the identity of the
referent of the correlative is signalled in the ‘disjunctive plus but’ correlative. It fails the namely
test (Dayal 1997), (2). It is also used to form extreme ignorance questions, (3) & (4).
(2) #nuvvu eemi vanDutunnaav-oo kaani, anTee caapalu, (adi) caalaa kampu koDutoondi.
you
what cooking-disj
but, namely fish,
it
much smell come.
‘Whatever you are cooking, namely fish, is smelling a lot.’
(3) ravi eemi ayyi-pooyeeD-oo kaani?
(4) ravi ekkaDi-ki vellipooyeeD-oo kaani?
ravi what happened-off-disj but
ravi where-to go-away-disj
but
‘Whatever happened to Ravi?’
‘Wherever did Ravi go?’
Indifference about the identity of the referent is signalled through the conditional correlative.
This reading is compatible with the identity of the referent being explicitly mentioned, (5). A list in
apposition to such a sentence is interpreted conjunctively, (6). It is also the structure employed to
express extreme indifference/indiscrimination, (7)-(8), like the English bare wh-ever construction.
(5) ravi ee-bussu vas-tee adi ekkeeDu. adi aidoo no. bussu avvaDam jarigindi.
Ravi which-bus come-if that climbed. That five no. bus happening happened.
‘Ravi got onto whichever bus came. It happend to be Bus no.5.’
(6) ravi eedi doriki-tee adi sanci-loo veesukunnaaDu –pencillu, pennulu, pustakaalu.
Ravi which find-if
that bag-in put
–pencils, pens,
books.
‘Ravi put whatever he found into the bag –pencils, pens, books.’
(7) ravi eedi paDi-tee adi tinTaaDu (8) talupu terisi un-Tee evaru an-Tee vaallu vastaaru
Ravi what fall-if that eats
door open be-if who say-if they come-will
‘Ravi eats whatever.’
‘If the door is open, whoever will come in.’
Generic interpretations are good with concessive free relatives, (9), but not with others, (10).
(9) ee
paamu-ni paTTi-naa kaaTestadi (10) *ee paamu-ni paD-tee adi kaaTestadi
which snake-acc catch-conc bites
which snake-acc catch-if that bites
‘Whatever snake you catch bites.’
‘Whatever snake you catch, it bites.’
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The concessive conditional also forms unconditionals –alternative unconditionals, constituent
unconditionals, and, headed unconditionals, (11). As unconditionals have paraphrases as conjunctions of conditionals (Lin 1996), it makes them similar to the quantificational readings.
(11) a. uma kuura vanDi-naa caaru vanDi-naa vanTillu manci vaasana vastundi
Uma curry cooks-conc sambar cooks-conc kitchen good smell come-will
‘Whether Uma cooks curry or sambar, the kitchen will smell good.’
b. uma eemi vanDi-naa vanTillu manci vaasana vastundi
constituent
Uma what cooks-conc kitchen good smell come-will
‘Whatever Uma cooks, the kitchen will smell good.’
c. uma eemi vanDi-naa saree vanTillu manci vaasana vastundi
headed
Uma what cooks-conc ok kitchen good smell come-will
‘No matter what Uma cooks, the kitchen will smell good.’
Analysis: The conditional correlative: A conditional correlative like in (1b), is interpreted as
in (12), with an E-type analysis of the pronoun adi ‘it’, combined with the conditional antecedent,
that contains a variable in it, instantiated by the eemi ‘what’. This is similar to the logical form
that Rawlins (2008, 2013) proposes for English unconditionals, and it is seen transparently in the
Telugu ‘indifference’ correlative via the overt conditional morphology.
(12) a. If Uma cooked x, Ravi ate it.
b. ~it = ιy[Uma cooked y in w]
c. If Uma cooked x, Ravi ate the maximal y such that Uma cooked y.
Each assignment of x combines pointwise with the main clause, and restricts a covert counterfactual necessity modal in it. The alternatives are finally conjoined by a generalized conjunction or
universal operator. Indifference arises due to quantification over exhaustive alternatives, leading to
orthogonality.
The concessive conditional: A concessive conditional relative like in (1c) is an argument free
relative. Following Hirsch (2015), we analyse the antecedent of the concessive conditional as
having a question denotation, but being interpreted as a definite description in a lower or multiply
dominated position, convergent with an E-type meaning. The even operator takes scope over the
entire conditional (Lahiri 2010), (13). The scalar presupposition that it is associated with is given
in (13d). The existential presupposition associated with even is responsible for the quantificational
force.
(13) a. even [If Uma cooked x, Ravi ate it]
b. Assertion: If Uma cooked x, Ravi ate it.
c. ∃ presupposition: λC.λy : ∃x ∈ C[x , y → If Uma cooked x, Ravi ate it (w) = 1]
d. λC.λy : ∃x ∈ C[x , y → If Uma cooked y, Ravi ate it <µ If Uma cooked x, Ravi ate it ]
The disjunctive+but correlative: The ignorance associated with this structure, as in (1a),
comes directly from the ‘wonder’-like indirect question meaning of root wh-questions with the
disjunctive particle -oo, (14), which contrasts with a structure without it, (15). So these correlatives
are better interpreted as in (16).
(14) ravi eemi vanDeeD-oo
(15) ravi eemi vanDeeDu
Ravi what cooked-disj
Ravi what cooked
‘I wonder what Ravi cooked.’
‘What did Ravi cook?’
(16) uma eemi vanDind-oo kaani, ravi adi tinnaaDu
Uma what cooked-disj but, Ravi that ate
‘I wonder what Uma cooked but Ravi ate it.’
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